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Marine park management is important… 
 
The Upper Spencer Gulf Marine Park spans the waters of the upper reaches of 
the gulf north of the southern end of Cowleds Landing and Jarrold Point.  It is 
one of 19 marine parks contributing to the South Australian Representative 
System of Marine Protected Areas.   
 
This management plan has been made in accordance with section 14 of the 
Marine Parks Act 2007.  It sets out a zoning scheme and management 
strategies for the Upper Spencer Gulf Marine Park. The plan provides for the 
protection of marine and coastal biodiversity and life-sustaining ecological 
processes, the protection of natural, European and Aboriginal cultural 
heritage, as well as providing for ongoing ecologically sustainable 
development and use.   
 
Community stewardship of marine parks is one of the keys to their success 
and this plan contains strategies to assist with community education, 
involvement and enjoyment of the park. 
 
Many pieces of information and advice have informed the development of 
this management plan.  I wish to thank members of the Upper Spencer Gulf 
Marine Park Local Advisory Group, whose task was to facilitate early 
community advice to the Government to assist in the development of the 
zoning contained in this management plan.  Members of the local 
community, peak stakeholders, the Marine Parks Council of South Australia, 
the Scientific Working Group and staff from South Australian Government 
agencies have also provided important advice. 
 
I commend this plan to you.  Further information about this plan and the 
background to its development are available on the Marine Parks website at 
www.marineparks.sa.gov.au or freecall 1800 006 120 
 
 
 
 
Hon Paul Caica MP 
Minister for Sustainability, Environment and Conservation 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Commitment to NRSMPA 

The South Australian Government has developed the South Australian 
Representative System of Marine Protected Areas (SARSMPA) as part of the 
National Representative System of Marine Protected Areas (NRSMPA).  
Overarching policy documents for the SARSMPA include South Australia’s 
Strategic Plan 2011, the Living Coast Strategy for South Australia (DEH 2004b) 
and the Blueprint for the South Australian Representative System of Marine 
Protected Areas (DEH 2004a).  In conjunction with the community, the 
Government has designed a network of 19 marine parks encompassing the 
major ecosystems and habitat types found within South Australian waters as a 
significant contribution to the NRSMPA.  

1.2. Planning context 

1.2.1. Management planning process 
Late in 2009, 13 marine park local advisory groups (MPLAGs) were established 
across South Australia to provide an opportunity for communities to have early 
(pre-draft) input into the management planning process.  The Great Australian 
Bight Marine Park Consultative Committee, with two additional members, also 
formed the equivalent of a MPLAG for the Far West Coast Marine Park, bringing 
the total number of local advisory groups to 14.   
 
The Upper Spencer Gulf MPLAG provided advice in relation to the Upper 
Spencer Gulf Marine Park. 
 
The establishment of MPLAGs reflects the Government’s commitment to involve 
regional communities in the planning of marine parks in their local waters.  
MPLAGs were non-statutory, community-based advisory bodies set up to 
provide local advice to Government for the development of draft 
management plans.  To help facilitate communications between the 
Government and regional communities, MPLAG meetings were open to the 
public.  The MPLAG process provided invaluable advice relating to local uses of 
the marine environment and possible zoning arrangements for consideration in 
developing draft management plans.  
 
In addition, peak stakeholder groups contributed advice both to MPLAG 
discussions and directly to Government. At a peak stakeholder forum on 11 and 
12 April 2012, leaders from the conservation, recreational and commercial 
fishing sectors identified a series of priority areas for conservation and reached 
an agreement on the zoning approach for South Australia’s network of marine 
parks. 
 
Based on the collective advice from MPLAGs, other community members, peak 
stakeholders and discussions across relevant agencies, the Government 
developed draft management plans with zoning for each of the 19 marine 
parks for public review. 
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An eight week consultation process was conducted between 26 August and 22 
October 2012.  During this period written submissions were received from 
individuals and organisations in response to the draft zoning and management 
arrangements.  These submissions have been considered in finalising this 
management plan. 
 
1.2.2. Management plans and supporting documents 
This marine park management plan provides the statutory basis for the 
management of the Upper Spencer Gulf Marine Park. It is a strategic document 
that defines the boundaries of the various zones and special purpose areas and 
sets out strategies to address management challenges over the next 10 years or 
more. 
 
An implementation plan will guide day-to-day management of the Upper 
Spencer Gulf Marine Park in accordance with this management plan. 
 
The South Australian Marine Parks Network Explanatory Document (DEWNR 
2012) also provides: 
 relevant context regarding the marine parks network; and 
 an explanation of the challenges, priorities and strategies set out in South 

Australia’s marine park management plans. 
 
A Values Statement (DENR 2010) summarises the key environmental, economic 
and social values of the region. 

1.3. Legislative context 

The Marine Parks Act 2007 provides the legislative basis for marine parks.  The 
Act establishes the management objectives for the network of marine parks 
and requires the development of management plans for each park. 
 
The Act states that management plans: 
 must be consistent with the objects of the Act, set out strategies for 

achieving those objects and establish the various types of zones for each 
marine park; and 

 may define special purpose areas, direct the day-to-day management of 
issues associated with marine parks and provide guidelines for the granting 
of permits for various activities within marine parks. 

 
All management activities within marine parks must be consistent with and seek 
to further the objects of the Marine Parks Act 2007, which are:  

 (a) to protect and conserve marine biological diversity and marine 
habitats by declaring and providing for the management of a 
comprehensive, adequate and representative system of marine 
parks; and 

 (b) to assist in— 

 (i) the maintenance of ecological processes in the marine 
environment; and 
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 (ii) the adaptation to the impacts of climate change in the 
marine environment; and 

 (iii) protecting and conserving features of natural or cultural 
heritage significance; and 

 (iv) allowing ecologically sustainable development and use 
of marine environments; and 

 (v) providing opportunities for public appreciation, 
education, understanding and enjoyment of marine 
environments. 

1.4. Management context 

1.4.1. Management tools 
Multiple-use zoning 
Marine parks in South Australia have been zoned for multiple uses, providing for 
varying levels of conservation, recreational and commercial use.  Zoning 
provides the basis for the management of marine parks, in accordance with 
the objects of the Marine Parks Act 2007. 
 
General Managed Use Zones (GMUZ) enable areas to be managed to provide 
protection for habitats and biodiversity, while allowing ecologically sustainable 
development and use. 
 
Habitat Protection Zones (HPZ) enable areas to be managed to provide 
protection for habitats and biodiversity, while allowing for activities and uses 
that do not harm habitats or the functioning of ecosystems. 
 
Sanctuary Zones (SZ) enable areas to be managed to provide protection and 
conservation for habitats and biodiversity, especially by prohibiting the removal 
or harm of plants, animals or marine products. 
 
Restricted Access Zones (RAZ) enable areas to be managed by limiting access 
to them. 
 
(For further information see the zoning tables specifying restrictions in zones, 
available in the South Australian Marine Parks Network Explanatory Document 
or at www.marineparks.sa.gov.au) 
 
Special Purpose Areas (SPA) are areas within marine parks overlaying a zone, or 
part of a zone, which allow specified activities in that area that would otherwise 
not be allowed.  
 
Section 6 of this document identifies the type of zones and special purpose 
areas in this marine park. 
 
1.4.2. Other management considerations 
Government policy commitments have informed the design of the zoning for 
the Upper Spencer Gulf Marine Park.  These commitments were made to ensure 
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that, wherever possible, marine park design for conservation minimised impacts 
on existing uses and activities in the marine environment. 
 
A complete list of the commitments is available in the South Australian Marine 
Parks Network Explanatory Document or at www.marineparks.sa.gov.au 
 
1.4.3. Other policies, plans and strategies 
The following matters have been taken into account in preparing this 
management plan, in accordance with section 13(2) of the Marine Parks Act 
2007: 

• the State’s Strategic Plan; 
• the Planning Strategy and relevant Development Plans under the 

Development Act 1993; 
• the State NRM plan and any relevant regional NRM plans under the 

Natural Resources Management Act 2004; 
• relevant environment protection policies under the Environment 

Protection Act 1993; 
• relevant indigenous land use agreements; and 
• provisions of any statutory instruments under related operational Acts. 

 
Management actions within the Upper Spencer Gulf Marine Park will be 
conducted in accordance with this management plan, as required by section 
12 of the Marine Parks Act 2007, and all relevant laws of the State. 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF UPPER SPENCER GULF MARINE PARK 

2.1. Location description 

Located in the North Spencer Gulf Bioregion, the Upper Spencer Gulf Marine 
Park covers 1,602 km2 and includes waters north of a line from the southern end 
of the Whyalla-Cowleds Landing Aquatic Reserve on the western side of 
Spencer Gulf to Jarrold Point on the eastern shore. The marine park also 
includes the uppermost reaches of Spencer Gulf extending north of Port 
Augusta. The landward boundary of the marine park extends at least to the 
median high water mark and in some instances incorporates coastal Crown 
Lands including beaches, sand dunes, estuaries and saltmarshes. The marine 
park includes a number of other protected areas including Blanche Harbour-
Douglas Bank, Yatala Harbour and Whyalla-Cowleds Landing Aquatic Reserves, 
and overlays part of Winninowie Conservation Park (DENR 2010). The indentured 
areas of Whyalla and Port Bonython, and the port of Port Pirie are excluded 
from the marine park. 
 

 
Location of Upper Spencer Gulf Marine Park 

2.2. Environmental, economic and social values 

The following sections briefly summarise the key environmental, economic and 
social values of the region.  A more comprehensive description of the values of 
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this marine park can be found in Environmental, Economic and Social Values of 
the Upper Spencer Gulf Marine Park, available at www.marineparks.sa.gov.au 

An atlas of maps containing environmental, economic and social/cultural 
information for this marine park has been produced as Part 2 of the Values 
Statement. The maps provide details specific to this park in a user-friendly visual 
format and may be viewed and downloaded from the marine parks website.  

2.2.1. Environmental values 
The Upper Spencer Gulf Marine Park is located within the North Spencer Gulf 
Bioregion. The Spencer Gulf is described as an inverse estuary with higher 
salinity present at the top of the gulf, which is influenced by high temperatures 
and a large tidal range. The Upper Spencer Gulf is a recognised Wetland of 
National Importance containing a variety of coastal and marine habitats 
including saltmarsh, tidal flats and some of the largest stands of mangroves in 
South Australia (Baker 2004). These habitats form important nesting and feeding 
sites for local and migratory shorebirds. The region is also characterised by 
sheltered beaches, rocky shoreline, headland reefs, near-shore patch reefs and 
the most extensive seagrass meadows in South Australia (Baker 2004). The most 
iconic feature is the reefs off Point Lowly which are recognised as an area of 
major significance for spawning aggregations of the Giant Australian cuttlefish.  
 
2.2.2. Economic values 
Commercial fisheries operating in the Upper Spencer Gulf Marine Park include 
the Spencer Gulf Prawn Fishery, the Blue Crab Fishery, the Charter Fishery and 
the Marine Scalefish Fishery.  
 
The Fitzgerald Bay aquaculture zone policy exists within this marine park. 
 
Tourism is an important economic contributor to the region.  Key activities 
include recreational and charter fishing, fishing competitions, sightseeing cruises 
and diving/snorkelling with cuttlefish. 
 
Significant commercial shipping activity occurs in the region, with associated 
port operations at Whyalla, Port Bonython and Port Pirie. Ports and shipping 
activity in the region will continue to support a range of industry sectors, 
including mining developments.  
 
Existing coastal infrastructure (e.g. power stations) and proposed infrastructure 
developments (e.g. desalination plants and port facilities) are of economic 
importance in the region.  The water and gas submarine cables traversing 
Spencer Gulf supply essential services to the Eyre Peninsula community. 
 
The region is part of a broad scale copper-gold geological province within the 
State and is of economic interest to the resources sector. 
 
2.2.3. Social values 
The Nukunu, Kujani, Kokatha and Barngarla Aboriginal people have traditional 
associations with areas of the marine park. The Nukunu and Barngarla people 
have registered native title claims that contain parts of the Upper Spencer Gulf 
Marine Park. 
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The Port Augusta wharf, Port Germein jetty and the Point Lowly Lighthouse are 
listed on the State Heritage Register. Several shipwrecks of heritage significance 
are located within the park.  
 
Whyalla annually hosts one of the largest amateur fishing tournaments in South 
Australia, which attracts many people from all over Australia. 
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3. MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES IN THE UPPER SPENCER GULF MARINE PARK 

The management of our marine parks faces some important challenges, both 
natural and human induced.  Key management challenges and threats to 
marine biodiversity are discussed broadly in South Australia’s Marine Parks 
Network Explanatory Document.  
 
The management challenges set out below were identified following 
consideration of the key environmental, economic and social values of the 
region as set out in the Values Statement for the Upper Spencer Gulf Marine 
Park (DENR 2010). The strategies identified in section 4 guide marine park 
managers, stakeholders and the community in addressing the challenges. 
 
Ultimately, marine park management state-wide will seek to address the 
broader conservation challenge: to maintain natural systems, processes and 
the biodiversity they support. 

3.1. What are the particular management challenges? 

• Ensuring effective conservation of protected species and ecological 
communities. 

 
• Providing community education and opportunities for community 

involvement in marine park management. 
 
• Ensuring effective compliance with this plan.  
 
• Meeting Aboriginal community aspirations.  
 
• Making the most of the visitor appeal of the region and managing visitation. 
 
• Ensuring inflows from the land and the effects of development to meet 

increasing population needs do not have a detrimental effect on habitats 
and biodiversity. 

 
• Ensuring that marine pests are effectively managed. 
 
• Ensuring suitable access for shipping to enable export development for the 

State. 
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4. MANAGEMENT PRIORITIES AND STRATEGIES 

Management objectives for South Australia’s marine parks are set out in the 
objects of the Marine Parks Act 2007 (refer section 1.3 of this document). The 
Act requires management plans to set out strategies for achieving those 
objects in relation to the marine park.  
 
Management plans for South Australia’s marine parks have been developed 
around four management priorities with associated strategies, to directly 
support the achievement of the objects of the Marine Parks Act 2007. The 
strategies will guide marine park managers and inform the development of an 
implementation plan for each marine park, which will include more specific 
actions for day-to-day management. 

4.1. Protection 

Marine park zones are the principal tool under the Marine Parks Act 2007 for 
managing both current and future activities that take place in marine parks.  
Management activities will be integrated to achieve multiple-use outcomes, in 
accordance with the objects and the four types of zones established by the 
Act. 
 
Strategies 

1. Manage activities and uses in the marine park in accordance with 
zoning and special purpose area provisions. 

2. Actively influence activities and uses within and adjacent to the marine 
park to help mitigate threats to marine biodiversity and marine habitats. 

3. Consider additional protections and/or temporary restrictions where 
necessary in circumstances of urgency — 

(a) to protect a listed species1 of plant or animal, or threatened 
ecological community; or 

(b) to protect a feature of natural or cultural heritage significance; 
or 

(c) to protect public safety. 
4. Introduce a permitting system to provide for the following activities 

(where not otherwise authorised): 
− scientific research in a sanctuary or restricted access zone; 
− tourism operations in a sanctuary zone; 
− competitions and organised events in a sanctuary zone; 
− commercial film-making (including sound recording and 

photography) in a sanctuary zone; and  
− installation of vessel moorings in a sanctuary zone. 

                                                 
1 “listed species” and “threatened ecological community” refers to species or ecological 
communities of conservation concern listed under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity 
Conservation Act 1999 (Commonwealth), the National Parks and Wildlife act 1972 or the 
Fisheries Management Act 2007. 
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4.2. Stewardship through community involvement 

Providing opportunities for public appreciation, involvement, education, 
understanding and enjoyment of marine environments is central to the success 
of South Australia’s marine parks network and is integral to the implementation 
of marine park management plans.   
 
Strategies 

5. Provide for public appreciation, understanding and enjoyment of the 
marine park. 

6. Create and promote opportunities for sustainable nature-based tourism 
in the marine park.  

7. Provide education to support the implementation of the marine park. 

8. Seek to involve local communities and stakeholders in the day-to-day 
management and monitoring of the marine park.  

9. Work cooperatively with Aboriginal communities to conserve country, 
plants, animals and culture. 

4.3. Performance assessment, knowledge and review 

A monitoring, evaluation and reporting (MER) program will be implemented to 
assess the effectiveness of this plan in achieving the objects of the Marine Parks 
Act 2007.  Under the Act, the Minister is required to review marine park 
management plans within a 10 year period.  The MER Program will provide 
critical environmental, economic and social information to inform 
management plan review. 
 
The marine environment is complex and challenging to study.  It also supports a 
range of uses that fill diverse community needs.  Good marine park 
management decisions are informed by an in-depth understanding of the 
environment and the impacts of the activities that take place within it. 
 
Strategies 

10. Develop and implement a monitoring, evaluation and reporting (MER) 
program that measures the effectiveness of this marine park 
management plan and its contribution to South Australia’s marine parks 
network (2011 baseline), and that: 
− is designed to measure the effectiveness of the management plan in 

delivering the predicted outcomes to inform adaptive management; 
− includes linkages to relevant state, national and international 

monitoring, evaluation and reporting frameworks;  
− sets out targets and indicators linked to strategies and outcomes for 

monitoring, which include ecological, socio-economic, 
environmental and management elements; 

− monitors the delivery of education, research and governance 
mechanisms; and  

− assesses the effectiveness of compliance activities.  
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11. Foster partnerships to support the implementation of the MER Program 

incorporating opportunities for community and stakeholder involvement.  
12. Ensure outcomes of the MER Program and research outcomes are made 

publicly available and inform decision making and periodic review of 
this management plan. 

13. Conduct priority research and foster research partnerships to assess the 
integrity of knowledge frameworks that underpin the predicted 
outcomes. 

14. Encourage Aboriginal people, local communities and stakeholders to 
preserve traditional and historic knowledge and, where appropriate, 
share this knowledge with others. 

4.4. Compliance 

The Marine Parks Act 2007 provides for a range of regulatory instruments to 
support the achievement of the Act’s objects.  Compliance with these 
instruments is vital to the success of the marine parks program. 
 
Three guiding principles underpin marine park compliance: 

• voluntary compliance is maximised through education initiatives; 
• across Government collaboration supports compliance; and 
• operational improvement is achieved through monitoring and review of 

compliance activity. 
 
Strategies 

15. Develop and implement a compliance strategy for the marine park that: 
− is cost-efficient; 
− is focussed on sanctuary zones and other conservation priorities; 
− complements existing compliance efforts; 
− maximises voluntary compliance; and 
− includes measures to address serious or repeat non-compliance. 

 

5. GUIDELINES FOR PERMITS 

The Minister may grant a permit to a person to engage in an activity within a 
marine park, or a zone or other area of a marine park, that would otherwise be 
prohibited or restricted. 
 
A management plan for a marine park may provide guidelines with respect to 
the granting of permits for various activities that might be allowed within the 
park (section 13(1)(e) of the Marine Parks Act 2007).  All applications for permits 
will be considered on a case-by-case basis, in accordance with section 19 of 
the Marine Parks Act 2007. 
 
Favourable consideration should be given to the granting of permits for the 
following activities within the marine park: 

• scientific research in a sanctuary zone or restricted access zone; 
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• competitions and organised events in a sanctuary zone; 
• tourism operations in a sanctuary zone; 
• commercial film making (including sound recording and photography) 

in a sanctuary zone; and 
• installation of vessel moorings in a sanctuary zone. 

 
Permits for other activities will be considered on merit, against the management 
objectives for the marine park. 
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6.  ZONING SCHEME FOR THE UPPER SPENCER GULF MARINE PARK 

The Marine Parks Act 2007 (section 13(1)) requires that management plans: 
• must establish the various types of zones within the park and define their 

boundaries; and 
• may identify and define the boundaries of special purpose areas within the 

park and set out the activities that will be permitted in the areas. 
 
The following section, along with the boundary definition maps in Appendix 1, 
fulfils this requirement. 

6.1. Zoning 

For the purposes of the Marine Parks Act 2007, a zone is an area within a marine 
park that: 

(a) has boundaries defined by the management plan for the marine park; 
and 

(b) is identified by the management plan as a particular type of zone 
depending on the degree of protection required within the area. 

 
The Marine Parks Act 2007 makes provision for the following types of marine 
park zones: 

(a) a general managed use zone – being a zone established so that an 
area may be managed to provide protection for habitats and 
biodiversity within a marine park, while allowing ecologically sustainable 
development and use – refer section 6.1.1; 

(b) a habitat protection zone – being a zone primarily established so that an 
area may be managed to provide protection for habitats and 
biodiversity within a marine park, while allowing activities and uses that 
do not harm habitats or the functioning of ecosystems – refer section 
6.1.2; 

(c) a sanctuary zone – being a zone primarily established so that an area 
may be managed to provide protection and conservation for habitats 
and biodiversity within a marine park, especially by prohibiting the 
removal or harm of plants, animals or marine products – refer section 
6.1.3; and 

(d) a restricted access zone – being a zone primarily established so that an 
area may be managed by limiting access to the area. 

 
The prohibitions or restrictions on activities and uses in the various zones are set 
out in the zoning tables, available in the South Australian Marine Parks Network 
Explanatory Document or at www.marineparks.sa.gov.au 
 
6.1.1. General Managed Use Zones 
The following areas are identified as general managed use zones in 
accordance with section 13(1)(b) of the Marine Parks Act 2007: 

(a) the area defined in map 05 and referred to as GMUZ-1; and 
(b) the area defined in map 06 and referred to as GMUZ-2. 
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6.1.2. Habitat Protection Zones 
The following areas are identified as habitat protection zones in accordance 
with section 13(1)(b) of the Marine Parks Act 2007: 

(a) the area defined in map 05 and referred to as HPZ-1; 
(b) the area defined in map 03 and referred to as HPZ-2; and 
(c) the area defined in map 04 and referred to as HPZ-3. 

 
6.1.3. Sanctuary Zones 
The following areas are identified as sanctuary zones in accordance with 
section 13(1)(b) of the Marine Parks Act 2007: 

(a) the area defined in map 01 and referred to as SZ-1; 
(b) the area defined in map 02 and referred to as SZ-2;  
(c) the area defined in map 02 and referred to as SZ-3; 
(d) the area defined in map 02 and referred to as SZ-4; 
(e) the area defined in map 03 and referred to as SZ-5; 
(f) the area defined in map 03 and referred to as SZ-6; 
(g) the area defined in map 03 and referred to as SZ-7; 
(h) the area defined in map 04 and referred to as SZ-8; and 
(i) the area defined in map 04 and referred to as SZ-9.  

6.2. Special Purpose Areas 

6.2.1. Meaning of Special Purpose Area 
In accordance with the Marine Parks Act 2007, a special purpose area is an 
area within a marine park, identified as a special purpose area and with 
boundaries defined by the management plan for the marine park, in which 
specified activities, that would otherwise be prohibited or restricted as a 
consequence of the zoning of the area, will be permitted under the terms of 
the management plan. 
 
For the purposes of this management plan, the following types of special 
purpose areas are identified: 

• special purpose areas (harbor activities) – refer section 6.2.2; 
• special purpose areas (transhipment) – refer section 6.2.3.; 
• special purpose areas (significant economic development) – refer 

section 6.2.4;  
• special purpose areas (submarine cables and pipelines) – refer section 

6.2.5; and 
• special purpose areas (shore-based recreational line fishing) – refer 

section 6.2.6. 
 
6.2.2. Special Purpose Areas (harbor activities) 
The following areas are identified as special purpose areas (harbor activities) in 
accordance with section 13(1)(c) of the Marine Parks Act 2007: 

(a) the area defined in map 07 and referred to as SPA-1; 
(b) the area defined in map 07 and referred to as SPA-2; 
(c) the area defined in map 07 and referred to as SPA-3; and 
(d) the area defined in map 07 and referred to as SPA-4. 
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Notwithstanding the zoning of the area, the following activities will be permitted 
in the special purpose areas (harbor activities) listed above: 

(a) activities undertaken by or on behalf of the Minister responsible for the 
administration of the Harbors and Navigation Act 1993, or a port 
operator, for the purposes of maintaining or improving a harbor or port. 
(Harbor, port and port operator have the same meanings as in the 
Harbors and Navigation Act 1993.) 

 
6.2.3. Special Purpose Areas (transhipment) 
The following areas are identified as special purpose areas (transhipment) in 
accordance with section 13(1)(c) of the Marine Parks Act 2007: 

(a) the area defined in map 07 and referred to as SPA-7. 
 
Notwithstanding the zoning of the area, the following activities will be permitted 
in the special purpose areas (transhipment) listed above: 

(a) activities comprising the establishment, maintenance or improvement of 
facilities for a transhipment point prescribed or to be prescribed under 
the Harbors and Navigation Regulations 2009;  and  

(b) activities comprising or connected with loading or unloading a vessel at 
a transhipment point prescribed under the Harbors and Navigation 
Regulations 2009. 

 
6.2.4. Special Purpose Areas (significant economic development) 
The following area is identified as a special purpose area (significant economic 
development) in accordance with section 13(1)(c) of the Marine Parks Act 
2007: 

(a) the area defined in map 07 and referred to as SPA-5. 
 
Notwithstanding the zoning of the area, the following activities will be permitted 
in the special purpose area (significant economic development) listed above: 

(a) activities comprising a development or project, or that part of a 
development or project, within the ambit of a declaration under section 
46 of the Development Act 1993; and 

(b) activities comprising development approved under section 49 (Crown 
development and public infrastructure) or section 49A (Electricity 
infrastructure development) of the Development Act 1993. 

 
6.2.5. Special Purpose Areas (submarine cables and pipelines) 
The following area is identified as a special purpose area (submarine cables 
and pipelines) in accordance with section 13(1)(c) of the Marine Parks Act 
2007: 

(a) the area defined in map 07 and referred to as SPA-6. 
 
Notwithstanding the zoning of the area, the following activities will be permitted 
in the special purpose area (submarine cables and pipelines) listed above: 

(a) activities undertaken for the purposes of maintaining or improving 
submarine cables or pipelines comprising public infrastructure (within the 
meaning of section 49 of the Development Act 1993). 
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6.2.6. Special Purpose Areas (shore-based recreational line fishing) 
The following area is identified as a special purpose area (shore-based 
recreational line fishing) in accordance with section 13(1)(c) of the Marine 
Parks Act 2007: 

(a) the area within 100m seaward of the line defined in map 03 and referred 
to as SPA-8. 

 
Notwithstanding the zoning of the area, the following activities will be permitted 
in the special purpose areas (shore-based recreational line fishing) listed above: 

(a) recreational fishing from the shore by use of a hand line or rod and line. 
(Hand line, recreational fishing and rod and line have the same 
respective meanings as in the Fisheries Management Act 2007.) 

6.3. Boundary Definition Maps 

The zones and special purpose areas identified above are defined in Boundary 
Definition Upper Spencer Gulf Marine Park Maps 00 – 07 (refer Appendix 1). 
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Explanatory Notes:
1.          The coastal boundary of the park is the median high water mark 
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             to include in the park the areas specified in Schedules 1 and 2 of Rack Plan 938; and
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             to exclude from the park the areas specified in Schedule 3 of Rack Plan 938.
2.          Unless otherwise specified, the seaward boundary of the park 
             is the seaward boundary of the coastal waters of the State.
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